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It takes enviable skill and dedication to achieve mastery in the arts. Yet even
more remarkable is the artist who widens his scope to venture beyond his
already widely acclaimed signature style. Few would dare to even consider such
a risk... However, in Senza Parole, Marc Lagrange is audacious enough to make
that thrilling leap as he boldly showcases a broad array of distinctive
approaches--everything from starkly straight nude studies--in the honorable
tradition of Helmut Newton--to Lagrange's more typically intricate and exotic
compositions. The photographer's devoted followers will still find the dream-like
eroticism he is known for, yet, in this work, each photograph is one of a kind, with
Lagrange's hallmark of technical perfection. As one would expect from Lagrange,
each tableau is carefully configured with not a single detail left to chance.
Welcome to The Little Book of Pussy, a petite little kitten that puts those up-closeand-personal pictures in proper perspective. Through 100 years of photos, we
trace the exhibitionistic pleasure with which models present their feminine
pulchritude.
Through their inimitable mixture of eroticism, subdued elegance and decadent
luxury, Newton's pictures reflect in the highest aesthetic quality an obsession with
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human vanity - from female exhibitionism to male voyeurism. With technical
perfection, an extremely detailed style and a relentless directness, Newton
staged the neverending psychodrama that contrasts glamour with the need for
admiration, self-confidence with the desire for self-presentation, and Eros with
Thanatos. Private Property was originally a three-part portfolio containing 45 b&w
photographs. It includes Newton's best work from the period 1972-1983 - an
exquisite assortment of fashion shots, portraits and erotic motifs which are all
based on real location and luxurious lifestyles. The entire sequence of pictures
from the Private Property portfolio is included in our book which first appeared in
1989.
This book provides a state of the art on work being done with parsed corpora. It
gathers 21 papers on building and using parsed corpora raising many relevant
questions, and deals with a variety of languages and a variety of corpora. It is for
those working in linguistics, computational linguistics, natural language, syntax,
and grammar.
Playboy celebrates its 50th anniversary with this lavish collection of the very best
of the magazine's photography. More than 250 full-color photographs, chosen
from the ten million images preserved in the Playboy archive, chronicle five
decades of brilliant, life-affirming art. Playboy: 50 Years of Photography revisits
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the girl next door, the sex symbols, and the gods and goddesses who shaped our
culture. It visually tracks the changing politics, fashions, and mores through the
frenzied peak of the sexual revolution and beyond—from the almost nostalgic
eroticism of the 50s bachelor, a martini his secret of seduction, to the highly
charged images of modern sexuality. Celebrity models such as Raquel Welch
and Cindy Crawford, along with interview subjects such as Mohammed Ali and
Salvador Dali, and infamous bunnies such as Anna Nicole Smith and Pamela
Anderson reveal all. Portfolios devoted to the bachelor pad, the perfect cocktail,
fashion, and sports cars celebrate Playboy as the ultimate wish book. From the
history-making red velvet shot of Marilyn Monroe, "posed with nothing on except
the radio," to the highly charged images of such masters as Herb Ritts and
Helmut Newton, this book is a breath-taking photographic tour de force.
Published to coincide with the launch of the magazine's 50th anniversary,
Playboy: 50 Years of Photography is a must-have.
The work of Guido Argentini has been evolving from his very first book, Silvereye,
through the following four books until this latest project: Eros. From the abstract
bodies coated with silver paint to the eroticism of Private Rooms and Reflections,
the need of telling stories has become more and more urgent for Argentini. The
images of Eros are only suggesting stories to the viewers. The use of the diptych,
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two images paired together, an image of a woman and a photograph of a
landscape or a still life helps to create a narrative. These stories are still and
silent; they have no voice and no soundtrack. The stories are only told by the
emotions of their characters. Each woman is dreaming and, at the same time,
we, the viewers are dreaming of each woman depicted in the book. Imaginary
women, imaginary places combined together with the magic of color that
become, in this last project, a major creative tool for Argentini. Flipping through
the pages, we jump from antique palaces in Italy, to urban landscapes in Japan,
to the desert of California. A Japanese lady is standing in a garage in Tokyo,
screaming on the phone to her lover that is lying in bed in his flat in a building
overlooking the Chao Phraya River in the night of Bangkok; A girl wearing a curly
vintage wig inside an abandoned motor home in the California desert is holding a
barbie doll that someone left behind a long time ago. A brunette with blue eyes is
looking out of a car window thinking of her loved one that just left on a plane. An
old Italian theatre with empty red velvet chairs on the left and a young girl
wearing a red dress lying in an empty pool at night in the Arizona desert on the
right side. As it always happens for a still photograph, it can only suggest a story.
It is only a single frame from a movie. Every viewer will make his own film, will
make up his own soundtrack and will choose a different beginning and a different
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end, creating his own story.
The shared qualities between females on both sides of the girlhood/womanhood
divide is the subject matter of this, the second book by American photographer
Richard Murrian. It is an intimate and sensual journey awash in beauty and
delectable eroticism, masterfully presented in the trademark romantic style for
which his work has become internationally acclaimed.
Discover the inventive eroticism of the classic Kama Sutra with sex-pert Anne Hooper's
modern guide and enjoy a sex life full of lasting fulfilment. Combine the spice of age-old
eroticism with modern advice, tips and techniques for the best sexual experience you'll
ever have. From the art of seduction, through to foreplay, arousal and the sexiest
positions, every aspect of lovemaking is covered and over 100 photos show you exactly
what to do. Perfect for slipping under your pillow or taking away on a wicked weekend.
"A fascinating collection of stunning nude photography" LFI, Leica Fotografie
International "?the book brings together Rankin's most provocative photographs, which
span a 25-year career that's always celebrated the female form."
www.fashionbeans.com (UK)
This unique book draws together two decades' worth of work by the ubiquitous British
photographer Rankin. Acting as a retrospective, Visually Hungry documents the iconic
creative genius throughout an extraordinary career in which he has shot many of the
world's leading personalities, models and celebrities. This collection spans Rankin's
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extensive back catalogue, including seminal work from his early career, right through to
his era-defining portraiture, genre-challenging fashion and his impossibly erotic nudes.
It is - in short - a selection of Rankin's favourites.
Each "Collector's Edition" comprises a special edition of a Phaidon book thats cloth
bound and presented in a cloth bound box with an original print,ade, signed and
numbered by the artist or photographer. Six different imagesrom Elliott Erwitt are
available: "Paris, 1989"; "Valencia, Spain, 1952"; "rovence, France, 1955"; "Fifth
Avenue, New York, 1947"; "Marylin Monroe, Nework, 1956"; and "New York,
1986".;Elliott Erwitt, a leading photographer ofis generation and a member of the
prestigious Magnum Agency, has been takinghotographs all over the world since the
late 1940s. "Snaps" is the mostomplete collection of Erwitt's work, packed with
amusing, moving, intensend beautiful images in Erwitt's unmistakable style. It captures
the famousnd the ordinary, the strange and the mundane, over more than half a
century,hrough the lens of one of the period's finest image makers.
Since 1998, Larry Sultan has returned time and again to porn sets in the San Fernando
Valley in Los Angeles to create this dense series of photographs of middle-class homes
invaded by the porn industry.
Colour and texture radically influence how we perceive shapes. While looking for an
innovative approach on a 1995 Miami photo shoot, photographic master Guido
Argentini was moved to coat a model in silver makeup. The result was as beautiful as it
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was intriguing - the subtle grayish tones highlighted angles and surfaces in a way that
was other-worldly. Inspired by the results, Argentini created a whole series of silverhued models. In so doing, he uncovered a fresh perspective for nude photography.
Evoking the luminous polished planes of Brancusi and the verve of Degas' ballet
sketches, these photographs endow the human body with both the solidity of sculpture
and the vivid energy of dance.
The ?rst monograph showcasing the pop and glossy universe of young Hollywood's
favorite photographer Considered young Hollywood's favorite photographer, Vijat
Mohindra has created a unique and colorful style that he's brought to the covers of the
world's hippest magazines. His ultra-modernist and hyper-synthetic aesthetic appeals
to millennials, and the dazzling anti-vérité style of his work has attracted celebrity
clientele such as Miley Cyrus, Paris Hilton, Nicki Minaj, Gwen Stefani, and Kim
Kardashian West. With them, he has created iconic covers for publications such as
Paper magazine, Gay Times, Attitude, and Plastik. Fascinated by all those who defy
norms, genders, and boundaries, this former assistant of David La Chapelle never
ceases to celebrate our di?erences in fantasy worlds where Paris Hilton, Amanda
Lepore, Tyra Banks, and A$AP Rocky could all live together. This is his first monograph
ever published and includes all the images that made him famous, as well as new
photos shot exclusively for this book. A must-have for anyone interested in fashion and
photography.
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Alphabetical entries provide detailed explanations of the acceptable format,
structure, and style for television and film screenplay submissions
Private Rooms is the result of an ambitious photographic project by renowned
photographer Guido Argentini that took more than ten years to complete. All
pictures were taken in the intimacy of closed rooms, ancient villas, modem
apartments, and numerous elegant hotels. Argentini plays with our notions of
privacy and constructs a hidden erotic universe in which each image becomes a
story with no beginning or end. While each photograph challenges the viewer to
defy limits and enter forbidden territory, this is a collection that was clearly bore
out of a love for women and was completed only thanks to them.
A stunning retrospective of Frank De Mulder's best erotic photography The
highest-caliber erotic photography, presented by a master in the field For De
Mulder's longtime fans, this title is the Belgian photographer's most
comprehensive to date
A young woman with her legs spread wide; buttoned-up dressed workers on a
city street. Contrasting photos like these of intensely private scenes, and
snapshots of nameless passers-by are Nobuyoshi Araki's early commentary on
the heterogeneity of Japanese society, calling the moral responsibility of its
members into question. This book combines Araki's Tokyo series from his early
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works with a selection of his recent Polaroid collages and newly developed slide
shows--all of them exploring the contradictions between anonymity and intimacy,
the public and private sphere, reality and dream. The legendary Araki is one of
the most influential and widely discussed artists today, one who deals with
nakedness, sexuality and the body in a radical and realistic way. Through an
extreme emotional and physical closeness with his subjects, he becomes not
only part of their lives but plays a central role in his own photos, thus
transcending voyeurism. Together with Nan Goldin, Larry Clark and Boris
Mikhailov, Araki is considered one of the pioneers of intimate subjective
photography. Art is all about doing what you shouldn't. Nobuyoshi Araki Copublished with C/O Berlin Exhibition: C/O Berlin, 8 December 2018 to 3 March
2019
The sculpture of Michelangelo and Rodin serve as the inspiration for Guido
Argentini's photographs of the female nude, taken over a period of 17 years.
They are published here for the first time.
A BOOK OF EROTIC POWER RARELY SEEN. ""ANIMAL SEXUALITY
DIFFERS FROM EROTICISM IN THAT HUMAN SEXUALITY IS LIMITED BY
TABOOS AND THE DOMAIN OF EROTICISM IS THAT OF THE
TRANSGRESSION OF THESE TABOOS"" IS HOW GEORGES BATAILLE
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EXPLAINS EROTICISM. CASTING A NEW LIGHT ON THAT MOST HUMAN OF
ACTS, ROY STUART PRESENTS US HERE WITH A BOOK OF EROTIC
POWER RARELY SEEN. THE BRILLIANT TECHNIQUE AND SKILLFULL
PRESENTATION OF HIS VIDEOS AND STILLS PRESENT SEXUALITY
DIRECTLY AND WITHOUT PRUDERY. THEY HAVE EARNED THIS PARIS
BASED AMERICAN A REPUTATION AS A GRANDMASTER OF THE EROTIC
CAMERA. HIS PHOTOS AND GLIMPSE VIDEOS HAVE ACQUIRED CULT
STATUS EVEN AMONGST EXPERIENCED HARDCORE FANS, AND WITH
GOOD REASON, FOR THEY REPRESENT AN EXQUISITE
REPRESENTATION OF THE FORBIDDEN. IN TURNS VOYEURISTIC, IN
TURNS NARRATIVE, HIS PICTURES WITH THEIR DISARMING
EXPLICITNESS SUBVERT TRADITIONAL MORAL CODES AND FORCE THE
VIEWER TO REEVALUATE HIS OR HER PRECONCEIVED NOTIONS OF
SEXUALITY. THE PHOTOGRAPHS ASSEMBLED IN THIS BOOK, WHICH IN
ANOTHER CONTEXT MIGHT HAVE BEEN CONDEMNED, INSTEAD GIVE A
FASCINATING GLIMPSE BEHIND THE SCENES OF ROY STUART'S
MAGICAL THEATRE OF TRANSGRESSION AND TABOO.
This book covers the full story of the Ustasha, a fascist movement in Croatia,
from its historic roots to its downfall. The authors address key questions: In what
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international context did Ustasha terrorism grow and develop? How did this
movement rise to power, and then exterminate hundreds of thousands of
innocents? Who was Ante Paveli?, its leader? Was he a shrewd politician, able to
exploit for his independent project Mussolini's imperial ambitions, Hitler's panGerman aims, and the anti-Bolshevism of the Holy See and the Western bloc? Or
was he, consciously or not, a pawn in other hands, in a complex international
scenario where Croatia was only arena among many? And after the movement's
collapse, how were several of the most prominent Ustasha leaders able to evade
capture by Tito’s victorious army? The book places the appearance of the
Ustasha movement not only in the context of the interwar Kingdom of Yugoslavia
but also in the wider perspective of the emergence of European fascism.
Established critics place the photographic works of Günter Blum on the same level as
contemporary works by Robert Mapplethorpe, Helmut Newton, or Lucien Clergue.
Blum's exceptional artistic examination of the possibilities and ideas of the medium of
black-and-white photography has made his work popular among collectors on the
international art market and museum exhibitors. The female nude has always been
Blum's main motif. Making a decisive use of composition, gestures, light, and intention,
he pushes his work to the very borders of erotic provocation. Blum's artistic work and
his creativity bear witness to an intensity and to a passion that are capable of arising
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anew with every single subject.
For Merry Alpern, whose previous book Dirty Windows (Scalo, 1995) received
international recognition, her new project was a natural outgrowth of her own daily life:
spending time in stores, mostly women's clothing stores. She noticed other women in
these stores in the middle of the day, all day, everyday. In particular, the group dressing
rooms seemed to offer a combination of camaraderie and anonymity. Trying on clothes
is an opportunity for self-examination, fantasy, and opinions from others -- sometimes
solicited, sometimes not. Alpern says. "We stand there in our underwear, all trying to
achieve some private version of a 'look'." With a video camera concealed in her purse,
Alpern took endless hours of footage, without ever looking through a viewfinder, but
putting the bag in a general direction of activity. Sometimes the bag was an extension
of her body as she carried it with her, other times it was placed in a stationary position,
separate from her body. Later Alpern started to examine the footage, to isolate
moments and make stills. "Viewing surprises on the video tape was one of the most
entertaining parts of the project." With this new photographic essay, Alpern dives into
the realm of the objects that cover our social body. Her colorful images constitute a
visual ethnography of American shopping, indeed one of the most important activities of
everyday life in the West. Shopping is a sometimes shocking and often funny
expedition into a world we all know only too well!
Writing Migration through the Body builds a study of the body as a mutable site for
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negotiating and articulating the transnational experience of mobility. At its core stands a
selection of recent migration stories in Italian, which are brought into dialogue with
related material from cultural studies and the visual arts. Occupying no single
disciplinary space, and drawing upon an elaborate theoretical framework ranging from
phenomenology to anthropology, human geography and memory studies, this volume
explores the ways in which the skin itself operates as a border, and brings to the
surface the processes by which a sense of place and self are described and
communicated through the migrant body. Through investigating key concepts and
practices of transnational embodied experience, the book develops the interpretative
principle that the individual bodies which move in contemporary migration flows are the
primary agents through which the transcultural passages of images, emotions, ideas,
memories – and also histories and possible futures – are enacted.
Italian photographer Guido Argentini (born 1966) makes erotic color photographs of
nude female models. Argentini's fourth monograph compiles a range of his portraits of
women shot in both color and black and white.
Francesco Koslovic--even his name straddles two cultures. And during the spring of
1955, in the village of Materada on the Istrian Peninsula, his two worlds are coming
apart. Materada, the first volume of Fulvio Tomizza's celebrated Istrian Trilogy, depicts
the Istrian exodus of the hundreds of thousands who had once thrived in a rich ethnic
mixture of Italians and Slavs. Complicating Koslovic's own departure is his attempt to
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keep the land that he and his brother have worked all their lives. A picture of a
disappearing way of life, a tale of feud and displacement, and imbued with the tastes,
tales, and songs of his native Istria, Koslovic's story is a testament to the intertwined
ethnic roots of Balkan history.
This devoted compendium to the female derriere packs a whole lot of big booty into one
petite treat of a book. Featuring more than 150 images of the biggest and best rears
from The Big Book of Butt, including 30 new mouth-watering images, it's one irresistible
ode to voluptuous curves from the 1950s to today.
Private RoomsTe Neues Publishing Group
The importance of this volume is that it addresses the major pedagogical issues that inevitably
arise in the context of entrepreneurship education. It represents a valuable source for those
involved in the training and development of entrepreneurial skills and initiative. Economic
Outlook and Business Review Can entrepreneurship be taught? Is it an art or a science? How
is entrepreneurship learned? Another masterpiece by the European masters Fayolle and
Klandt, this volume based on the 2003 Grenoble Conference will be useful for years to come,
among educators and policymakers alike, especially those open to the emerging paradigm.
Léo-Paul Dana, University of Canterbury, New Zealand This book discusses paradigmatic
changes in the field of entrepreneurship education in response to economic, political and social
needs, and the consequential need to reassess, redevelop and renew curricula and methods
used in teaching entrepreneurship. Traditional and new questions and concerns are
addressed, including: the development of business schools towards entrepreneurship
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education best-practice methods of learning and teaching entrepreneurship both inside and
outside the classroom the design of effective teaching frameworks and tools the development
of entrepreneurial behaviours and attitudes in students teaching the design and launch of new
businesses. The issue of assessing the effectiveness of entrepreneurship education is also
raised. A theoretical and methodological framework is used to measure the impact and
effectiveness of entrepreneurship education programmes on the attitudes and behaviours of
students. Now more than ever, the book argues, research in the field of entrepreneurship
education has to be encouraged and facilitated, and should drive the activity of
entrepreneurship education providers. As such, this fascinating book aims to provide
researchers, practitioners, teachers and advanced students engaged in the field of
entrepreneurship with relevant and up-to-date insights into international research programmes
in entrepreneurship education.
Les fantasmes ont leurs charmes, leur douce amertume aussi. C'est cette tension qui rend le
langage pictural de David Drebin si fascinant de sensualité. Photographe contemporain adulé,
il élabore, dans sa toute nouvelle collection, de brefs récits autour des voyages tentateurs
qu'accomplissent ses désirables héroïnes. Inaccessibles tout autant qu'irrésistibles, ces
femmes conservent un anonymat intrigant - même si certaines sont de véritables stars
planétaires. Devant des décors raffinés, repérés aux quatre coins du monde, elles déploient
leurs charmes en des lieux aussi divers que New York, Jérusalem, Miami ou Istanbul. Qui vontelles séduire ? Ou éconduire ? Suivez ce maître ensorcelant de l'intrigue photographique dans
un périple qui, s'il est propre à choquer, pourra aussi vous combler.
THE POSITIONS ARE HOT. THE TECHNIQUES ARE EROTIC. THE PHOTOS ARE
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STUNNING. Wild and Sexy brings it all together so you can spice up your sex life like never
before. Open this sexy how-to-do-it guide to any page and you’ll discover an exciting new
position presented with an evocative photograph and advice on making it extra pleasurable for
you and your lover. Offering the best, boldest and bravest, Wild and Sexy has something for
everyone, including positions that are sensual, loving, challenging, aerobic and even acrobatic.
•Float on clouds of ecstasy doing the Carried Away •Gallop to a thundering orgasm in Reverse
Bareback •Maximize pleasure and penetration with Sensual Press •Lock lips, eyes and more
for a deeper connection in the Lap of Luxury •Take control and steer straight toward her Gspot in Sweet Chariot
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